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Abstract 

Allowing a vehicle on road to communicate real-time information on speed, braking and 

lane changing activities with other vehicles can help avoid accidents and traffic 

congestion. Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) is a network that involves moving 

vehicles within certain range of distance to communicate with each other, thus forming a 

network. A VANET turns every participating vehicle into a wireless router or node that 

allows them to communicate with each other. Although, a VANET provides safety 

measures and improves traffic efficiency, they are highly expensive to be used by all 

vehicles on roads.  

Several VANET simulators have been developed to imitate the activities that occur in a 

VANET at reduced cost. Majority of these VANET simulators are either categorized into 

road traffic or network simulators. Most of the existing road traffic simulators 

concentrates on analyzing real-life traffic patterns of vehicles such as, speed, lane 

changing, halt and proceed. A traffic simulator is used to monitor understand traffic 

pattern, reduce real-life traffic congestion. On the other hand, network simulators 

concentrate on the state and event of network such as routers, mobile nodes and its 

transmission rate.  The purpose of network simulator is to examine the performance ad 

hoc routing protocols. The integration of traffic and network simulator provides 

communication between on road vehicles and wireless network. 

In this thesis, several existing VANET simulators and their features are discussed. The 

purpose of this thesis is to analyze the performance of a previously developed VANET 

traffic and network simulator. Integrating Network Simulator -2 (NS2) and Simulation of 
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Urban Mobility (SUMO) developed the VANET simulator of research interest to measure 

various performance metrics such as, Packet Delivery Ratio (PRD), End-End-Delay 

(EED), packet loss and throughput to increase the traffic efficiency. 
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Chapter  1: Introduction 

1.1 General  

Wireless communication technologies have experienced continuous growth, particularly 

during the past decade when wireless growth became associated with ad hoc networks 

[1]. 

The attraction of wireless network is attributed to their features, including the ability to 

establish a network for nodes whenever needed, as well as automatic configurations that 

do not require any engagement with the centralized network.  

The basic building block of ubiquitous networks is a mobile node. A mobile node is a 

connected device that operates as a host, a router or both. Some examples of mobile 

nodes are Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), cell phones, and other portable devices [1].  

In legacy networks, nodes must be configured before communication starts, and then 

nodes can acquire or forward data. In the 1990s, ad hoc networks established the concepts 

of self-configuring, self-healing, and developing awareness of its environment. In 

response to insights made by research community, the IETF established a task force 

called Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) which focused on research topics aiming at 

enabling the ad-hoc vision of ubiquitous networks [2]. The IETF MANET project 

concluded after achieving the following important milestones [1][2]: 

a. A suite of protocols was designed to enable desired mobile node characteristics, 

including autonomy, self-configuration, and self-healing. 

b. The IEEE developed the 802.11 standards with an embedded ‘ad-hoc’ operational 

mode, designed to allow hosts to behave like routers, dynamically, as needed [3]. 
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c. Multiple energy-aware algorithms were developed for routing, streaming, and other 

node functionalities. The result was nodes with better energy consumption techniques. 

Now nodes can respond to the dynamics of their environment while also optimizing 

the energy they exploit collaboratively with other nodes [3,4]. 

The result of MANET’s efforts include the development of a complete set of protocols, 

algorithms, and applications that allowed cheaper, more affordable ad-hoc 

communications in forms that are transparent to the end user [3,4].  

Even before the full benefits of MANET were realized, researchers started looking at a 

new initiative. Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET) was introduced as a special case of 

MANET. They provided researchers with new challenges and therefore some 

modifications were made. VANET emerged as a network composed of on-street vehicles 

and fixed, roadside communication points.  In VANET, the form of communication used 

by vehicles to communicate with one another is called Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V).  

Communication through Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) is also used [5]. V2V, V2I, and 

I2V (for the sake of completeness) communication links are dynamically established and 

broken as both vehicles and users roam. Since vehicles act as hosts, routers, or hosts-and-

routers, each vehicle can be treated as a mobile node [6]. 

The primary objective of VANET is the implementation of safety applications by utilizing 

the communication links. It is widely understood that this approach would be effectively in 

eliminate traffic fatalities and alleviate minor accidents.  

Consequently, VANETs can be distinguished as sub-frames of MANET applications. They 

are shaped by moving vehicles. VANETs are basically categorized by the high speed of 
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nodes and the modified degrees of freedom in mobility nodes [3][4][5][6]. VANET can be 

seen as an ad-hoc network of vehicles which widely helps drivers by transmitting safety 

introduction, congestion warnings, and extra source of information including weather 

forecasts, road surface reports, real maps, and traffic signal information)[7]. 

1.1.1 Wireless Ad-hoc Network 

Due to VANET’s dependence on the classical approaches developed for MANET, it is  

helpful to imitate some of MANET’s key design characteristics. A wireless ad-hoc 

network is formed from mobile nodes with self-configuring and self-healing autonomous 

network systems [8]. Nodes connect to one another via media/radio. Wireless ad-hoc 

networks also utilize stationary nodes as access points, integrating them with mobile 

nodes in a comprehensive operational framework [8]. MANET is a term usually used to 

represent the formal set of tools, protocols, and applications to enable ad-hoc type of 

networks. In this thesis, the term “ad-hoc network” and “MANET” are interchangeable. 

a. Common Communications Issues in Ad-hoc Networks 

 Nodes use Point-to-Point (P2P) communication to overcome the common limitations of 

wireless media. For instance, nodes X and Z need to make use of the data relayed from 

node Y in order to exchange packets between them. Hence, node X and Z must identify 

the route via node Y for interaction to occur [8][9]. In wireless ad-hoc network setup, 

nodes act as routers or workstations. Figure 1-1 depicts a simplified ad-hoc network with 

active nodes X, Y, and Z. Nodes X and Z are located in the outermost column and are not 

within each other’s transmission range. Thus, center node Y operates as a router and also 

transmit packets between node X and Z, therefore forming a wireless ad hoc network.  
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Figure 1-1: Example of ad hoc network with three active nodes [8] 

In ad hoc setup, nodes may participate in the network at any point in time [8]. Since an ad-

hoc network does not rely on centralized management, the network must accommodate all 

potential scenarios. . If an actively communicating node moves out of the established 

communication range and requires newer hops in order to reach former nodes, the 

network would accommodate this. 

b. Cost Plan: 

Wireless ad-hoc network performances rely on communicating vehicles and their desire to 

with the other vehicle's traffic. If sufficient numbers of alternative routes between 

communicating nodes are available in a particular network, communicating vehicles are 

not concerned with relaying a call. Instead, the vehicles prefer to turn the power off, even 

though the density might be adequate for guaranteeing a full connected wireless network 

[8]. For instance, in Figure 1-1 shows that when an optimal route from node X to node Z 

moves via node Y (when node Y’s power is turned off), a non-optimal route should then 

be organized by node X to move to node Z. This new route has the potential for affecting 

the throughput of the network. It also has an impact communication costs [8]. 
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1.1.2 VANET 

It was in response to the success of MANET that concept of VANET was established. 

VANET communication links are mainly V2V and V2I. The main elements of VANET 

communications are the Roadside Unit (RSU), Onboard Unit (OBU), and Application 

Units (AU) [10]. In Figure 1-2, the V2V communication scenario is categorized into 

three domains, as numbered in the figure [11]: 

1. In-vehicle domain 

2. Ad hoc domain  

3. Infrastructure domain 

 

Figure 1-2: V2V communication scenario with ad-hoc in-vehicle and infrastructure 

domain [10] [11]. 
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1. The In-vehicle domain renders communication service processes to AU and both 

provide communication services to AUs and transport the data ahead, rather than 

waiting for the ad hoc domain OBUs [10][11]. OBU plays a major role in safe radio 

technology services, as it is adequate when using at least one individual network 

device for Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC). They are capable of 

using more network devices. An AU can be part of the vehicle and is permanently 

linked to the in-vehicle OBU. It can be any mobile communication device, such as an 

iPad, laptop, cell phone, or PDA that is linked to OBU [10] [11]. The linkage between 

OBU and AU can be wireless or wired. VANET consists of OBU-equipped vehicles 

that can communicate with each via a fixed station that is installed roadside, termed 

Road Side Units (RSUs) [10] [11].   

2. RSU and OBU execute the same protocol functionalities in establishing a self-

organizing network, referred to as an Ad-hoc Domain. Routing protocols provide 

multi-hop communications, which assist in sending data from one OBU to another 

until it reaches the destination point. This is an option when there is no direct 

connection [10] [11]. Ad hoc domain helps with monitoring traffic efficiency. The 

transport protocols are developed to provide ad hoc communication between OBU 

and RSUs over IEEE 802.11p.  

3. The Network-on-Wheels (NoW) project from 2008 states that RSUs could be linked 

to a larger network, either structured or isolated [14]. When an RSU is isolated, 

however, its main function is to distribute data that will extend OBU communication 

range by prompting entities to give warning messages, such as when there is a 

construction site or dangerous curve in the road ahead. RSUs also assist AUs in 
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enrolling and interacting with the host on the World Wide Web, which is referred to 

as infrastructure domain [11].  

The VANET application view is usually split up into two major application classes: 

Safety and Non-Safety applications [12]. Safety applications have the power to limit or 

minimize the traffic accidents. They also boost basic safety. In the pattern of protection or 

security design, safety content is reliable and unique. V2I, I2V, and V2V communications 

are affected in safety-critical applications and hence are utilized in case of high-risk 

situations, like collisions [12]. In safety-related applications, the reaction time and 

rotational latency are not necessary as safety-critical classes, since the risks are relatively 

lower and predictable. For example, suggested speeds for curves in the road and 

school/work zone warnings are important but not critical The Figure 1-3 gives a graphical 

representation of VANET. Main purpose of the figure is to provide a view of VANET’s 

infrastructure. Therefore, a description will be given for how the exchange of data via a 

wireless communication system happens between vehicles as they move along the road. 

The pictorial representation shows a vehicle with a warning light in an emergency 

situation, a vehicle waiting to change lanes, and a vehicle delayed by an obstacle [10]. 

VANET renders the chances of exchanging data and circumstances with moving vehicles 

on the road. The message exchanging from one vehicle to another is shown in this picture, 

and shows that almost all vehicles can acquire perception and information about their 

conditions through their sensor boards [12]. As soon as multi-hop communication is 

enforced, VANET permits a vehicle to communicate with other vehicles that have moved 

out of transmission range. It also allows vehicles to transmit through roadside sub-
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structure. VANET is invariably a substantive function of successful Intelligent 

Transportation Systems (ITS). 

 

Figure 1-3: Application view of VANET [10] 

Modern vehicles equipped with wireless communication technologies act as mobile 

computers that run VANET applications [10][11]. VANET enabled vehicles are therefore 

equipped for an array of new applications, providing hope for safer, easier driving in the 

future [10][12]. By consolidating wireless communication and data exchanging 

capabilities, the VANET’s perception is made simpler. Many technical challenges exist 

for the wide broadcast and persistent use of VANET. Several research projects and 

experiments have been introduced in this area and some of them are listed below: 

a. CityMobil: The primary purpose of CityMobil’s project is to establish an extensive, 

efficient system of urban transport. This will lead to more intellectual traffic systems, 

characterized by safe and secure driving, lower congestion, lower pollution levels, and 
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an enhanced integration with spatial growth [13]. 

b. Network-on-Wheels (NoW): The primary aim of NoW is to resolve key inquiries 

regarding communication protocols and information security through V2V

Communications. It is also responsible for the outcome of V2V consortium, which is 

an enterprise of major European auto-manufacturers and suppliers [14][15]. 

c. CarTALK2000: CarTALK2000 is a progressive driver support system, grounded on 

V2V communication technologies. The purpose is to produce a mobile ad hoc network 

as the initial stage in the exploration of future co-operative plans for route safety [16]. 

d. Com2React: The COM2REACT project has the ability to lead route transport 

efficiency, hence increasing safety levels and bringing better cooperation and harmony 

throughout many auto industries in Europe. The COM2REACT plan could address all 

routes and regions, consequently rendering standard services to vehicles traveling long 

distances [17]. 

Furthermore, non-safety applications of VANET can be carried out over V2I or I2V 

communications and may approach less fundamental modes of safety applications. For 

instance, payment processes, street-side service spotters, and traffic optimization are all 

addressed. 

1.2 Characteristics of MANET vs. VANET 

Assortments of communication protocols and practical applications, such as Peer-to-Peer 

(P2P) networking, have been evolving to fulfill MANET’s particular needs [18]. The 

routing protocols in MANET can be categorized as reactive and proactive. An appropriate 
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communication protocol for a practical application relies on the time lag sensitivity of the 

application [19]. Table 1-1 illustrates few of the variances between VANET and MANET.  

Table 1-1: Difference between VANET and MANET [19]. 

Scope VANET MANET  

Connectivity Frequent connectivity 

deprivation due to network 

dynamic modifications and 

speed of automobiles. 

i.e. Intermittent 

Frequent connectivity is 

not common. 

i.e. Tenacious 

Battery Power 

Constraints  

There is absolutely no electric 

battery life restraint. 

Mobile devices would 

have a battery life 

limitation. 

Scalability Could hold large number of 

nodes for a network in a given 

amount of time. 

Could hold only limited 

number of nodes in a 

given amount of time. 

Size  Extends numerous uses to 

formation of any size of 

network, but speed of nodes 

might lead to frequent 

disconnect. 

Has very limited size of 

network when compared 

to VANET. 
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1.3 Research Approach 

Large numbers of wireless technologies, like IEEE 802.11p, IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 

802.11b, IEEE 802.11e, IEEE 802.16, and GPRS, are advised for dependable traffic data. 

A number of analyses are executed to prove expected values. This research is often 

extremely tangled and expensive in order to make it to many other positions. Therefore, 

computer simulations act a critical and functional part in real life scenarios. In the 

following subsection, the intrinsic goal behind the research is demonstrated. First, the 

requirement and need for the brief study of mobility, modeled by both wireless network 

and road traffic simulator is determined. The problems and relations to both the wireless 

network and the road traffic simulators, which are relevant to the research environment, 

are identified. Second, the rationale for modeling, integrating, and evaluating the 

approaches of two simulators are provided. Also, the essential reasons for integrating 

these individual simulators are demonstrated. 

1.3.1 Wireless Network and Road Traffic Simulator Environment. 

VANET mainly depends on wireless network and road traffic simulation. Wireless 

network simulators are employed to measure networking protocols and application 

programs in a strain of experimental condition. Examples of major wireless network 

simulators include NS, Glomosim, OMNeT++, Qualnet, and Vissim [20][[22][23][24]. 

The brief structures of these simulators are explained here. 

Network Simulator (NS) this is a typical open source, event-based simulator developed 

for academic research. The commencement of NS was in 1989, and it began as a form of 

the real network simulator [20]. 
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 NS is an advanced simulator, supported by many academic institutions, companies, and 

research organizations. C++ is used as a software simulator language in NS, and 

simulation arguments are generally scripted in object-oriented extensions of the 

programming language (OTcl). Tcl is used for every single object in C++ as it helps access 

and alters simulation attributes [20]. The Network Animator (NAM) tool is an independent 

application, allowing the projection of mobility and its packet in a visual environment 

during simulation time [21]. 

Due to the popularity of NS in academic research and the similarity between MANET and 

VANET, NS has been used extensively to evaluate newer algorithms and approaches to 

VANET. Despite this popularity, however, NS’s approach to developing mobility patterns 

of nodes is limited. Developers cannot easily create a scenario of moving vehicular nodes 

that resemble reality; instead, they deal with abstract nodal mobility in a limited space. 

Hence, researchers relying on NS to evaluate new VANET network approaches typically 

use the value of simulated real mobility patterns. 

Global Mobile Information System Simulator (GloMoSim) was produced for the 

Parallel Computing Laboratory at the University of California; a program library for 

consecutive and parallel computer simulations of wireless networks.  GloMoSim lies on 

PARSEC, which is a compiling program for a C-based parallel computer simulation 

language [22].  

Object Modular Network Test-bed in C++ is a commercial network simulator that 

enables model communication protocols and devices, and also extends a prominent strain 

of built-in analysis tools. OMNeT++'s mobility traces are usually obtained either from 

microscopic traffic simulators or GPS data [23]. 
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QualNet is commercial network evaluation software that estimates wired, wireless, or 

even mixed platform networking device execution, while also provides advanced, detailed 

models and graphic design tools to trace simulation scenarios [24]. 

The road traffic simulators have been developed to study vehicular mobility at both 

microscopic and macroscopic stages and are mainly employed to develop transit and 

traffic technologies. The microscopic stage view is designed to focus on the individual 

flow of a vehicle as compared with neighboring vehicles. On the other hand, macroscopic 

stage view attributes factors to overall traffic scenarios. Section 2.2 provides further 

details on these two stages. Some of the major traffic simulators are:  

Paramics A commercial traffic simulator, developed for academic research purposes. It is 

good for deploying on micro-simulation projects such as single inter-section analysis, 

state, and citywide studies [25]. 

Visual Traffic Simulation (VisSim) The advanced, paid, microscopic simulation program 

that was developed to provide multi-model traffic flow in a high-level, detailed manner 

[26]. 

 Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) An open source, microscopic road traffic 

simulator designed to manage large road networks and whose design approach is 

elaborated upon in later sections [33]. 

MObility Model Generator for VEhicular networks (MOVE) is constructed on open 

source micro-traffic simulator, which provides mobility trace file that includes 

information of realistic vehicle movements for simulation [30]. Qualnet and NS2 could 

be used in MOVE for simulation. 
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CORridor SIMulation (CORSIM): Another microscopic traffic simulator package 

developed for academic research purposes and consisting of duo-microscope models, 

differentiating between freeways and urban roads [27]. 

Traffic and Network Simulator (TraNS) is a tool that generates mobility traces for 

simulating vehicular networks in NS2. There will be more about this tool in the further 

chapters [28].  

 
 
1.3.2 Relation behind Integrating Simulators  

The tools mentioned in Section 1.3.1 are generally meant for road traffic analysis and 

may not be suitable for generation of movement traces required for a network simulator 

[29]. This means that both wireless network and road traffic simulation models work 

individually in order to gratify the demand of vehicular networks. Many times, both the 

wireless network and road traffic simulations manage to repair the complications with 

VANET. But unfortunately, though, each solution is limited. There are a great number of 

possible wireless networks as well as road traffic simulators that are not currently 

integrated together to simulate VANET scenarios [29]. They possess a small number of 

tools for VANET simulations since majority of them have trouble with adequate 

fundamental interaction [29]. Thus, a deliberation of existing tools and alternative 

proposals with proper interaction will be conducted here. A precise study and analysis of 

mobility models usable for vehicular networking communities is provided. Next, the most 

crucial goal of this research will be discussed: the MOVE simulation tool will be 

presented with construction of practical applications and communications protocol 
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growth so that it can assist investigators in acquiring the tools for performance in 

VANET [30].  

1.4 Research Objective  

This research is focused on visualizations that simulate real world scenarios for VANET 

by examining and generating realistic mobility traces of both NS2 and SUMO to MOVE. 

The results are based on several metrical factors, such as traffic events, vehicular routes, 

vehicle behavior, aggregate throughput, packets loss, average delay, and average end-to-

end delay. The primary objective of this research, therefore, is to propose the proper 

schemes for SUMO and MOVE by simulating ad-hoc networks. To design these schemes, 

it is necessary to utilize a realistic mobility model to ensure that the final results associated 

with the simulations realistically reflect the performance of VANET.  

The second objective of this research is to begin a survey or study of the available and 

dissimilar VANET computer simulation framework. This VANET simulation framework 

includes various freeware road traffic, wireless networks, and mobility simulators. Even 

though the present simulators render a useful simulation community for VANETs, they 

cannot expressly direct VANET demands and realistic scenarios. The third objective is to 

ascertain important factors while simulating vehicular networks with realistic execution 

and employment of a VANET simulation. This is accomplished with regards to the 

desired pick of simulators for the potential wireless communication obstacles in the 

medium. 
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Various contrasting real world traffic scenario results are determined using both NS2 and 

SUMO 0.12.0 for MOVE [20][30][33]. Finally, the research objectives specified here are 

results of the several particular simulation results. 

In order to achieve the research goals, the productivity is classified into two categories: 

a. A study of assorted wireless network and road traffic simulators, later leading to a 

range of desired choices. A study of assorted vehicular mobility models would be 

organized into four different categories based on the options used to establish them. 

Finally, the realism grades of the dissimilar mobility models, freely usable to research 

VANETS, are investigated. 

b. Pragmatic execution of the potential wireless obstructions in the communication 

medium through a desired choice of VANET simulation tools. The naturalization 

relies on data formatting of rural and urban configurations, as well as logical 

vehicular conduct. Hence, the study’s attempts to supply a detailed comparison of 

mobility simulations for VANETs are provided. The function of the projected 

communication protocols are contemplated by applying software simulation tools 

primarily to MOVE, Network Simulator-2 (NS), and SUMO 0.12.0. 

1.5 Structure of Thesis 

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 provides the expected outcomes of VANET 

exertion, with research objectives and problem definition. It will then describe the study of 

assorted VANET simulators, which leads to range of the desired choices. Chapter 2 

presents the background and fundamental concepts required for proper understanding of 

VANET simulation tools. It also depicts the framework related to logical vehicular 
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motions as well as supplying a format for the process and renders vehicular mobility 

models. Later, in Chapter 3, the connection between network and application centric 

approaches is reported, and Chapter 4, a precise study and classification of mobility model 

options for the vehicular networking group is suggested, In addition, studies and 

suggestions for future practical vehicular mobility models are made. 

Chapter 5 is the analysis of experimental design approaches and simulation results. For 

example, computer simulations of vehicular ad-hoc networks with exterior input used to 

signify the effects of wireless communications are presented. Finally, Chapter 6 

illustrates the conclusion and future work, along with a thesis summary. 
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Chapter  2: Fundamental Concepts 

2.1 General  

Communication between vehicles and roadside infrastructure has great influence on 

shaping vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANET). The basic VANET communication routes 

can be seen as Vehicle-to-Vehicle communications (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure 

(V2I or I2V) [10]. The characteristics, capabilities, and limitations of V2V and V2I are 

derived from the fundamental communication mediums and mobility models. For instance, 

in a V2V scenario, each vehicle resembles a mobile node concept, making VANET similar 

to the MANET framework. The combination of V2V and V2I can be used to implement 

various kinds of safety and practical applications, and perhaps even for modern traffic 

optimization. It is important to have the potential for outlining system behavior from two 

discrete points of view in order to achieve those lofty goals [10]. The two discrete points 

are:  

1. Traffic view that reflects the dynamic road capacity in terms of congestion, 

weather, and road closure. 

2. The communication views that reflect the enormous amounts of information being 

exchanged at the V2V, V2I and IV levels.  

Therefore, one can start to simulate the aggregated setup of wireless scheme stipulations 

and traffic stipulations. In other words, both wireless network and traffic conditions will 

be integrated. The focus, therefore, is on developing the interaction and integration 

between common road traffic simulators and wireless network simulators [20][31][34]. 

Figure 2-1 shows the relationship between wireless traffic and wireless network 
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simulators.  The two green rectangle blocks are referred to wireless traffic and network 

parameters, which are necessary for obtaining vehicular traffic traces. The red triangle 

points to the process of integration between two simulators. The simulate phase level 

displays the proposed interface which allows simulators to communicate and inter-

exchange messages. 

 

Figure 2-1: Methodology flow [Redrawn from [31][34]]  

Chapter 2 introduces the growing research on vehicular communication with the 

introduction of road traffic simulators and their applications. Also, the study of mobility 

model subject line helps to deliver basic principles of new technologies and criteria for 

vehicular communication systems. The chapter concludes the survey of mobility models, 

which play a significant role in the implementation. 

2.2 Introduction to Road Traffic Simulators 

Traffic simulators are computer programs that model the variation and movement of 

vehicles in a network of roadways, keeping in consideration both urban roads and 

highways [29][30]. Road traffic models can be classified into macroscopic, microscopic, 
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sub-micro and mesoscopic models. On macroscopic view, movement attributes and 

vehicular traffic scenarios are considered. For instance, directions, streets, driveways, 

junctions, traffic signals, density, vehicle statistics, and flow rates are all taken into 

account. On a microscopic view is going to be mainly focused on the flow of an 

individual vehicle with its conduct and interaction with neighboring vehicles. The models 

that flow between macro and micro boundaries can be defined as sub-micro or 

mesoscopic simulators. Macroscopic movement traverses on a continuous, discrete 

counterpart flow.   

 

Figure 2-2: Conceptual map of traffic flow model for the generation of nodes 

[29][32] 

Figure 2-2 illustrates the conceptual map of traffic flow models for the generation of 

nodes. The traffic model in the figure categorizes two functional blocks: traffic generator 

and motion constraint. The steps of these two functional models are described below 

[32]: 
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Traffic Generator depicts the category of vehicles and deals with the interaction. 

Macroscopically, traffic generators would be speed, circulation densities, and flow of 

direction. Microscopically, the traffic generators would be stops, acceleration, and the 

distances between vehicles. Motion constraint depicts the level of freedom for an 

individual vehicle. Macroscopically, the motion constraints would be buildings, streets, 

driveways, and junctions. Microscopically, the motion constraints include the nearest 

vehicles, the driver’s behavior, and pedestrians.   

Micro-macro would be an extended view used to examine the road traffic flow models.  

Substitute methods of traffic model examination would be road traffic generator and 

motion constraints, as shown in Figure 2-3 

 

Figure 2-3: Distribution of traffic flow model simulation [33] [34] 

Figure 2-4 provides a graphic representation of macro, micro, and mesoscopic simulation 

views [33] [34]. The figure also shows that the distribution of traffic flow model depends 

on flow and movement. 

Road Traffic Generator depicts vehicular interactions based on environmental conditions. 

Therefore, macroscopic road traffic generator is a framework of traffic flows and 

microscopically. It can include velocity, speed, and distance between neighboring 
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vehicles. The motion constraint is used to describe the comparative degree of vehicular 

movements from topographical maps [32][34]. Examples of macroscopic motion 

constraints include sections, roads, streets, and buildings. The patterns of microscopic 

models are types of roads, vehicles, pedestrians, etc. The graphic representation of this 

example is shown in the Figure 2-4. It is essential to be familiar with the macro and micro 

simulation views for better understanding of road network connections, which are placed 

together in this research.  

 

Figure 2-4: Pictorial representation of macro, micro, and mesoscopic simulation 

views [34]. From L-R: macro, meso [depicted inside circle] and microscopic views 

[Example of microscopic care models validation] 

2.3 Benefits of Road Traffic Simulators 

Road traffic simulators have the power to evaluate and examine algorithmic schemes at 

speeds, which can be much higher in real life scenarios. Traffic simulators have major 

applications in categories such as security measurements, public transit systems, and 

other intelligent drive research areas. 

a. Safety measurement applications: Traffic simulation models can be engaged to 

monitor warning signs in anticipation of potential design safety issues. For instance, 

safety measurement applications for early warnings during emergency conditions at 

intersections, crossroad support systems, and traffic signals are required [35]. 
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b. Transportation system applications: Computer simulation examples can be used to 

evaluate ITS and other public transportation systems. For instance, planning and 

evaluating transit developments, transit arrival information, and automatic location 

for fire trucks and ambulances [33] [34] [35]. 

 
2.4 Common Road Traffic Simulators 

To measure vehicular communication protocols and services, the best method is to 

execute an outdoor research experiment. This would be, however, expensive to 

accomplish. Hence, simulations play a significant role; they help represent real world 

scenarios. To fulfill essentials for vehicular networks and for the smooth functioning, 

MOVE was adopted. As previously explained in section 1.3.1, a variety of simulators for 

VANET are obtainable. MOVE [36] was the preferred tool since it is constructed above 

both road traffic (SUMO) and wireless network simulator (NS). It is, therefore, important 

to study the narrative of MOVE. 

a. MOVE 

MOVE is a simulator tool aimed at helping in constructing mobility models for VANET 

[30][36][37]. The final yield of this wireless network simulator is mobility trace data file 

and it carries select information regarding vehicle motions. This information can be 

applied directly to tools such as NS2 and can export mobility trace information. 

Determination of the interior information of the simulator is possible through MOVE. To 

increase the gain, MOVE also delivers GUI that enable programmers to render realistic 

road traffic simulation scenarios, minus all the issues encountered with programming 

simulation scripts [30][38]. Traffic efficiency services and safety measurement 
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applications are good patterns as all the live running traffic simulation can be accessed. 

These applications are used widely among most networking research groups. MOVE’s 

platform architecture and structure are focused in later chapters. 

2.5 SUMO Design Criteria and Applications  

SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) was designed by Stefan Krauß [34] in 2001. 

SUMO is a space-continuous, time-discrete, microscopic traffic simulator and was 

recognized by Institute of Transportation Research at the German Aerospace [34]. Some of 

the important causes for the evolution of freeware and microscopic route traffic computer 

simulation was the need felt by traffic study areas for a tool that focuses on urban traffic 

mobility patterns. SUMO can also be integrated into proposed algorithms that can be 

further measured and enforced to build a total traffic simulation [33]. These methods could 

be traffic controls, road maps, and other navigation networks. 

2.5.1 Road Traffic Description 

 

Figure 2-5: Development and conversion of road traffic in SUMO [34][35]. 

Road networks are typically stored as directed graphs and junctions. The crossroads 

would be represented as nodes and streets considered as edges [34]. In order to avoid 

potential confusion between the term’s node and edge in traffic and networking 
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engineering, the term intersection is used to replace the SUMO node. For the same 

reason, the term line is used to replace the SUMO term edge. Usually, the specification of 

junctions is small in most cases and would be easily identified. These junctions are 

measured by a traffic signal and are very much needed for computation. Typically, all the 

files in SUMO are in XML and each consists of edge and node attributes describing their 

geometrical structure [39]. 

 

 

 

  

<nodes> 

<node id=”0” x=”0.0” y=”0.0” 

" type="traffic_light"/>  

<!--def. of node “0”--> 

<node id ="t0" x=" 50.5021993" y=" -104.6230790" 

type=”priority”/> 

<node id= “t1” x=” 50.5016329” y=” -104.6219525” 

type=”traffic_light”/> 

<node id="t2" x=" 50.5007458" y=" -104.6204826" type= 

“priority” /><!—def. of node t2-- > 

<node id ="t3" x=" 50.5004250" y=" -104.6200856"  

type=”traffic_light”/> 

<!-- def. of node "t3" --> 

<node id="t4" x=" 50.4985892" y=" -104.6187767"  

type=”traffic_light”/> 

<!--def. of node “t4”--> 

</nodes> 

Figure 2-6: Example of standard filename.nod.xml [34]  
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Edges are similar to nodes, but they have different parameters when compared to 

intersections. Every individual edge format would be usually unidirectional. The first 

phase starts from x and finally ends with y direction [35]. An error will be generated 

when a node’s name is not stated. A simple and standard example of generation of edges 

and nodes is described in Figure 2-6, Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-7: Standard road segment when split is not positioned at zero [34]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-8: Standard road segment when split is positioned at zero [34]. 

2.5.2 Final Connection Description 

Finally, all road traffic connections from placing vehicles on the network are generated. 

The routed vehicles are often dependent on the intersection probabilities. One of the 

negative aspects on this intersection turning of the network is that the intersection turning 

<route-alternatives> <edge id="2-R-L" 

fromnode="t1" tonode="0" priority="6" 

nolanes="3" speed="16.663"> 

<split pos="50" lanes="0 1 2"/><edge> 

</routealt> 

<route-alternatives> 

<edge id="2-R-L" fromnode="t1" tonode="0" 

priority="6" nolanes="3" speed="16.663"> 

<split pos="0" lanes="0 1"/> 

<split pos="50" lanes="0 1 2"/><edge> 

</routealt> 
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is going to be complicated for very large road networks and, therefore, might cause errors 

in relevant road segments.  

The Figure 2-9 illustrates the number of junctions in x and y directions meant to be 

constructed from each other. The length would be given in meters if construction of a 

network with the same use grid number and length axis values is desired. Also, lengths 

for x and y directions axes are added to insert streets on the road network connection. 

 

Figure 2-9: Graphic representation of final road network connection. 

2.6 NS2 Description  

NS2 (Network Simulator 2) is one of the most powerful, distinct, event-driven, and object-

oriented electronic network simulators built by the University of California, Berkeley [40]. 

The network simulator mainly utilizes C++ and OTcl (object Tcl). NS2 is typically used 

for explicating, developing, and enquiring strain of protocols that primarily include router 

queuing, Multimedia systems, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) handling, Wireless 

Networking Systems, multicasting, application-level communication protocols, and 
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multimedia. NS is normally scheduled with at least five schedulers, such as heap, default, 

real-time, linked-list, and queue. These are executed in various data structure fields [41]. 

Figure 2-10 illustrates the ClassHandler relation in NS2 where the NSObjects are 

categorized as Classifier and Connector. An event is managed to handle the actual 

ClassHandler and most of significant ClassHandler is NsObject, considering TclObject as 

its counterpart in the OTcl world [41][42]. They supply all the introductory roles 

permitting objects to communicate with one another, and for this performance NS uses 

receive function groups. Trace files usually trace all the data formats applied by NS2. The 

beneficial attempts will induce document right. In other words, trace format warns us if the 

data list is not proficient or holds errors. 

Several of the traces start from an individual character or abbreviation that shows a method 

of trace. The methods of trace are either variable or fixed file. 

 NSObjects supplies the command function, used in dealing OTcl arguments of C++ [42]. 

NsObject is the parental class for all significant classes. These are labelled as classifier in 

the Connector and the TraceFile category. 

 

Figure 2-10: The Class Header relation in NS2 [40] [42] 
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This simulation tool supplies a productive substructure for producing new protocols. NS 

uses the split-programming example for the execution of the framework and this is later 

spread between two communicating languages [40][41][42]. The ultimate goal is to 

provide true flexibility, sacrificing the performance of framework or task, including 

packet forwarding; subordinate event processing during the simulation of a  

 router, which necessitates distinguished performance throughout execution for not 

changing often when split into places. Therefore, NS can be positioned in C++. Projects 

are usually beneficial and best implemented in a comprehensive and interactive scripting 

language as OTcl [40] [41] [42]. Thus, C++ applies the effect of complex operational 

primitives, and the OTcl scripting language carries the configuration, definition, and grip 

of the simulation.  

 

Figure 2-11: The NS2 C++/OTcl design [41] [42] 

NS embraces a composed category of hierarchy in C++ and then renders class of 

hierarchy in OTcl. There is a one–to-one agreement, as illustrated in Figure 2-11 between 

a category with construed hierarchy and a category in the composed hierarchy. The 
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solution for category hierarchy is the creation of category TclObject. Objects are 

concentrated beneath the interpreter and challenged by a related object in the composed 

hierarchy [40]. Interpreted category’s hierarchy is launched when methods are delineated 

in category Tcl class. The classes, which are primarily liable for upholding C++ and OTcl 

linkage, are [41] [42]: 

a. Class TclClass 

b. Class TclObject 

c. Class EmbeddedTcl, command and InstantVariable 

The standard random ad-hoc node movement source can be located under the ~/ns-

2/utils/.../../setdest directory and includes set destination and., Makefile. This setdest runs 

with statements as mentioned in the Figure 2-12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-12: Standard node movement creation for wireless network scenario [34]. 

NS2 was selected for analysis, as it is an open source simulator, commonly available, and 

also supports a large number of protocol simulations.  

NS2 supplies a productive infrastructure for building additional protocols, provides 

functionality for reading large-scale communication protocols, and shows fundamental 

/setdest [-p pause_time] 

[-t simulation_time]  

[-n number_of_vehicles] [-s max_speed] 

[-p maxp] [-q maxq] > [outdir/movement-

file] 
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interaction in any manageable environment. Furthermore, this simulator greatly advances 

propagation of programmers, and the simulation usually states configuration as the 

program rather than an inactive configuration. NS2 also has certain restrictions, such as 

[41]: 

• Large scheme from a comparatively outrageous learning curve and  

• Dual language implementation  

These restrictions are an obstacle for some researchers. However, growing responsiveness 

among the researchers subjecting with facilities such as mailing lists and new design 

approach availabilities have improved the situation. Hence, integration of one or more 

simulators for better realistic vehicular network scenario is possible and the discussions 

are revealed in later sections of Chapter 3. 
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Chapter  3: Related Work and Platform 

Implementation 

This chapter provides a thorough discussion of research attempts similar to the thesis 

topic. Sufficient background is provided on traffic and network simulators to explain the 

rationale behind the selection of simulation tools. The implementation of the examination 

test-bed is also described.  

3.1 Introduction 

The VANET environment can be categorized into V2V or V2I/I2V communications, as 

explained in the previous chapters. The data exchanged between two roaming vehicles, or 

between roaming vehicles and infrastructure, can be either traffic-related or non-traffic-

related data.  

Software system evolutions of vehicular and road scenarios are undoubtedly a tedious 

procedure, due to several key elements that are designed to influence the final result and it 

varies from the movement of vehicles to the end-to-end time delays. As mentioned in 

Chapter 2, simulation is considered inexpensive, supple, and flexible, with repeatable 

executions when compared to real model testing. This is in addition to providing the 

ability to research and identify different design parameters and scenarios. Furthermore, 

software simulations are able to test a huge number of vehicles, which are certainly not 

feasible in real-world scenarios. 

Essential components when choosing a road traffic and wireless network simulator are 

critical; these simulators layout the data of transport networks that comprise of roadways, 
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streets, highways, and various types of vehicle mobility patterns stopping at traffic 

signals [33]. The main features of wireless network and road traffic simulators are 

highlighted. Consequently, ITS applications always simulate wireless system executions 

under realistic traffic conditions in order to get representative outcomes [43].  

Since it is essential to measure the growth attained in road traffic network, Chapter 3 is 

going to focus on work related to vehicular network disciplines. Section 3.1 provides an 

overview of the program, carrying out vehicle movement traces to emphasize the 

significance of the work. Section 3.2 provides a solution proposed in the literature that 

supports wireless simulators with realistic vehicular movements such as MOVE. Finally, 

Section 3.3 depicts the architecture of TraNS [28] and the tasks performed when 

integrating the potential of both road traffic and wireless network simulators, all done to 

examine the ITS practical applications. 

3.1.1 Program Carrying-out  

As prefaced above, combining wireless networks and road traffic contributes to an 

enhanced experimental result. In order to obtain the trace data online, integration between 

a freeware vehicular simulator and NS2 is obtained.  Input files are necessary in order to 

perform a simulation in SUMO, and all input files are typically in XML format. The most 

significant input files are node, edge, connection files, all typically retrieved from the data 

model and transformed into the required XML format [33]. In the last step of microscopic 

vehicular networks, network files are built. These are not usually user-built since they 

contain complex datasets. Instead, a tool is netconvert and is called to obtain a network 

file.  
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A standard example of how to call a file is shown below [33]: 

 

 

 

The experimental program is built by applying many road traffic and wireless network 

projects. The graphic representation of first-phase architecture is displayed in Figure 3-1. 

One of the interesting works of platform design is to apply road traffic mobility, simulate 

wireless network applications on existing roads, and explore opportunities for examining 

existent practical applications held by any live network, therefore, bringing automated 

traffic activity transparency to the examined practical applications. The setup enhances 

abilities to construct improved results far better than former solutions demonstrated by 

most road networks experiments. Kun-chan’s MOVE [30] addresses and simulates 

realistic vehicular networks that bring the desired mobility patterns [30]. The design stems 

from three main principals, all based on selected platform architecture [30]. The principals 

include the preservation of realistic scenarios, simulation of wireless communications 

networks, and the preservation of real road traffic patterns. 

1. Preserving Realistic Scenario 

Designing applications in a realistic situation: a practically designed application will 

present the architectural structure of the platform by employing UML for the test-bed. 

2. Simulating Wireless Communications Networks  

The wireless network simulation program is a network programming level used by 

employing NS2.  

 

netconver –xml-node-files= regina.nod.xml –xml-edges-

files=regina.edg.xml-output=map-9.net.xml 
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3. Preserving Real Road Traffic Patterns 

Road traffic movement dealings: this presents a practical road situation for the integration 

of simulators and mounts VANET, resulting in the best functionalities possible. These 

road traffic mobility designs are constructed by importing road maps around universities, 

and the node’s motion is designed to represent the speed, acceleration, flow rate and 

signals of vehicles. 

 

Figure 3-1: The pictorial representation of  first phase architecture. 

To enhance the reliability of network simulations, researchers typically apply mobility 

traces of microscopic traffic scenarios [29][37].  For instance, Gustavo’s Urban 

infrastructure case study applied TRANSIMS and CORSIM microscopic traffic 

simulators to provide movement trace details for commercial wireless network simulators 

known as QUALNET [44].  

In their experimental work, they examined the theory of applying timeserving AP’s to 

promote and develop the communication features between traveling vehicles in the

vehicular ad hoc network [44]. They utilized the recorded hop length to employ the hop 

distance as a metric in order to access the entire implementation of the system 
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arrangement. In addition, they demonstrated the approach a precise movement simulation 

model should provide an outcome, when the accurate movement model is existent or live 

network conduct in a superior manner [44]. Hence, two simulators are examined in an 

effort to improve the primary characteristics of vehicular ad hoc networks. Tremendous 

benefits over the non-merged simulators can be found by comparing the combination of 

MOVE, NS2, SUMO, and GIS tools. It helps to generate a microscopic traffic user 

interface and NS2 kernel model, which can be separated from the other models. Most of 

the components can be reprocessed in the framework, resulting in negligible changes. 

Other characteristics of simulators include GUI implementations and executions; 

importing maps as TIGER or other arbitrary maps; map configuration; creating a vehicle; 

defining the flow; turn and trip direction; defining edges, nodes, and road junctions; 

visualizing simulations; and configuring simulations. 

In addition, this merged scale supports a good scale of network simulation on-road and 

non-tedious components of structural design make it well suited for programming.  

3.1.3 Vehicle Categories  

Previous studies have shown that the type and attributes of the vehicles constituting the 

traffic perform a vital role in the congestion. For instance, when vehicles are traveling 

slowly on the road it would have upper limit speed, which results in long trails of 

consecutive vehicles. 

It is necessary to consider certain parts of congestion in relation to speed limits when 

creating a traffic model. The substantial congestion and its limits are caused by factors 

such as the vehicle's maximum speed, velocity, driver conduct, single road lanes, and 

delays [34]. The model could define custom vehicle components in order to substantiate a 
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variety of vehicle types. Each traffic hotspot along with probable regional flow can be 

specified when categorizing vehicle types. Therefore, an array of vehicle types can be 

employed to ad hoc traffic levels. 

3.2 Architecture of MOVE 

As explained in Section 2.3, Kun-chan’s MOVE is an open-source simulator tool 

structured to aid the construction of realistic mobility model for VANETs. MOVE is 

enforced in Java and structured on top of an open-source microscopic traffic simulator 

called SUMO. Some initial steps followed before implementing MOVE are [30]: 

1. Implement Java sdk 1.6 and NS2 Version 2.34.  

2. Operating system MAC OS X Version 10.7.5.  

3. Implement XML parser 3.11 

4. FOX toolkit 

5. PROJ 4.7.0.  

6. GDAL 1.7.0.  

7. OSM  

8. Google Maps 

9. X-code 

After the completion of above steps, SUMO structure is composed with FOX [45], PROJ 

[46], GDAL [47], and then execute MOVE. 

Kun-chan’s MOVE comprises of two primary components [30][37]: 

1. Map Editor 

2. Vehicle Movement Editor 

Map Editor: The basic procedure provides three methods for generating route topology. 
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They are technically applied to produce route topology. 

1. The mapping can be mechanically imported. 

2. The mapping can be manually produced.  

3. Bing, Google Maps, and other GIS tools can also import the map.

One of the advantages of MOVE is the integration of Google Earth and how each 

destination target then provides the latitude and longitude coordinates of the chosen 

locations. Map Editor can be bookmarked in a KML file format [48], and it also generates 

a map of real world routes for computer simulations. The various formats in which map 

can be imported are random; TIGER, grid, and also maps are imported from online 

databases.  

Note: TIGER maps are used by US Census Board to illustrate the land attributes such as 

census tracts, streets, lakes and buildings etc., [48]. 

Vehicle Movement Editor: The apparent movement of cars and trucks could be usually 

obtained mechanically or it can also be obtained manually by applying the Vehicle 

Movement Editor and, the editor typically enables users to stipulate various numbers of 

attributes of on-road vehicles and their routes [30][37]. For instance: the velocity, period 

taken to reach the destination, vehicle’s departure time, destination, origin, destination, 

duration of the trip, preliminary time zone and anticipated destination of the vehicle. The 

basic functioning of vehicle movement editor consists of three modules and, it starts from 

map module to provide all the basic details of nodes, edges, map configuration and other 

optional types. Subsequently, they are followed by the flows and turns of vehicles on the 

road traffic scenario to build SUMO. Finally, traffic module is generated to run the 

network generation and it gives an improved representation of carrying outflows in the 
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editor. The schematic diagram of vehicle movement editor is as shown in Figure 3-2. 

 

Figure 3-2: Schematic flow of vehicle movement editor [Redrawn from [37]]

The graphic representation of road topology map is shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3: The pictorial representation of road [37] 

3.3 TraNs Architecture 

The study of Realistic Joint Traffic and Network Simulator for VANETs provides two 

distinguishable methods for directing a specific requirement [49]. In the activation mode, 

then, network-centric design is conditioned and is engaged to measure practical node 

movements [28][49]. One of the positive results is the message distribution or user 

message exchange. Application-Centric is the second mode used to address the 

requirement. This mode is applied to measure VANETs’ practical applications [38]. It 
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helps shape node movements in real-time and during traffic simulation runtimes [49]. 

Collision avoidance as a safety application is one of the positive outcomes of the 

application- centric mode. In the following sections, conceptual designing features of 

TraNS will be presented, helped by points related to its architecture. 

3.3.1 Network -Centric Mode  

The current version of TraNS Network-Centric architecture fulfills all of the experimental 

software requirements. This mode helps in tracing mobility results through road traffic 

simulators [49].  

 

Figure 3-4: Network centric mode of TraNS [28][49] 

Figure 3-4 illustrates network-centric architecture. It indicates the mode's important 

element of parsing method, which takes place between wireless networks and road traffic 

simulators. The traffic simulator provides us with the file and road map structure for 

mobility. The parsing element assists in interpreting this file format and road map 

structure, which in turn helps generate mobility traces ahead to the wireless network 

simulation. 

3.3.2 Application-Centric Mode 

The application-centric mode grants NS2 to handle the mobility of certain vehicles during 

runtime as this mode makes it fairly easy to alter the movements of vehicles based on the 

scenario. Consider an illustration when the wireless network simulator chooses to change 
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the mobility of vehicles on a particular area. Wireless network sends a request to road 

traffic simulator to alter the attributes of mobility. This application can be established 

through integrating two simulators by interconnecting with TraCI [38] [49]. Application 

centric mode provides matured valuation results for VANETS and it has a high impact on 

vehicle maintenance applications and also safety measures. 

 

Figure 3-5: Application centric mode of TraNS [49] 

The procedure of altering the mobility of single-based vehicles is considered simple when 

the response topology via TraCI is on active mode [38]. When TraCI is on active mode, 

the mobility commands, such as altering direction or speed, are used and provide benefits 

to VANET applications. The compound structure of mobility design by VANET can shift 

to a range of sequential mobility actions that are executed by drivers, then estimating the 

highly active driver’s mobility conduct as a chronological time sequence. The interaction 

channel between two simulators is designed over TCP/IP connections and leads to the 

execution of two separate hosts [28]. As described in Figure 3-5, the components structure 

the VANET applications will evaluate the driver's behavior when necessary to calibrate 

the mobility attributes of a simulated vehicle. The architectural model also shows that the 

practical applications of VANET are implemented in NS2 [28][38]. The aim of this 

chapter was to provide coherent and realistic ratings for the two main simulators that will 

be used in the experimental research.  
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Chapter  4: Implementation  

This chapter addresses the performance of real world map environments on simulated 

scenarios, using Kun- Chan’s MOVE, NS2, SUMO 0.12.0, and OSM tools. It is noted 

that SUMO 0.12.0 is proficient enough to be used for microscopic traffic model 

standardization with minimal effort, and has a potential field for application. The central 

theme of the implementation chapter is critical for proving that retaining and ranging the 

above mentioned software tools are necessary. Traffic data from the city of Regina’s 

partial street map was employed to capture the realistic mobility, which later helped to 

perform tool analysis. 

4.1 Introduction 

The implementation chapter offers an approach for evaluating the performance of 

VANET by using MOVE to fulfill the needs of an integrated simulation framework.  

The chapter also offers offline-coupling mechanisms that are framed between SUMO and 

NS2 by using partial street maps. The offline coupling mechanism is used to design and 

test general traffic related applications with practical mobility traces. MOVE and SUMO 

is evaluated by engaging certain sections of Regina’s streets. Four procedures are used in 

order to execute traffic simulation in the partially used area. These procedures are listed 

below: 

1. In the first procedure, the mobility file of the map from Open Street Map (OSM) was 

generated [51]. Most of the streets around the University of Regina were retained in 
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the map for satisfactory simulation results.  The tag depiction of properties of the 

streets in OSM was reviewed.  

A manual correction of the intersection values is done so that the simulation results at 

appropriate location can be presented. For example, OSM output has to be 

reformatted and manually updated to match the formats required by NS2. In doing so, 

special attention is given to the intersection, redefining locations by using alternate 

coordinates.  Now the map in OSM must have the essential quality for the required 

simulation. Subsequently, the anticipated element of the map was determined and 

exported in an OSM file. Caution must be taken so as not to upload the map back to 

OSM in the future. 

2. Outset of traffic flows for the generated partial map is obtained after the removal of 

redundant objects from the anticipated specifics, and after identifying the end-nodes.  

3. Finally, the network is simulated at the intersections through netconvert. The 

systematic process of implementing all of the above procedures is provided in the 

following sections.  

4.2 Generation of Partial Street Maps 

The existing tools were used to generate a map of partial streets, as mentioned in the 

Chapter 2. Figure 4-1 shows a satellite map of the City of Regina, which was downloaded 

from Google Earth. The same map was imported to OSM. The imported OSM image is 

provided in Figure 4-2. The quality of a road network makes it appealing to consider 

OSM; however, there is no requested data available for traffic simulations.  
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Figure 4-1: Satellite map of Regina [50] 

 

Figure 4-2: Surroundings of Regina street map from OSM [51] 

OSM provides the required system with the longitude and latitude data from Regina’s 

partial street map. The longitudes and latitudes provided by OSM are mapped onto the 

necessary coordinate plane with aspired origins in the 2D area [51]. Recalculating 2D 
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coordinates in the first quadrant of the plane is done by manually shifting the geometric 

origins to the desired location with MOVE’s map configuration editor.  

The mathematical equation in (4.1) was used to determine the interpreted coordinates (X, 

Y) in the first quadrant. 

𝑿 = 𝒙 + 𝒂;      𝒀 = 𝒚 + 𝒃 … (4.1) 

Where: 

 (x, y) are the 2D coordinates before shifting the plane.  

 (a, b) are the origin of destination. 

(X, Y) are the new 2D coordinates after shifting the plane. 

The data extracted from the OSM [51] database is compiled into an XML structure file 

named as (map-9.osm.xml), comprising of all data primitives, such as roads, 

intersections, and relations. All the intersections generated in OSM are identified by their 

longitude and latitude values. The minimum bound latitude and longitude; maximum 

bound longitude and latitude area values of partial Regina region map are shown below 

[51]: 

• minlat="50.3612000"  maxlat="50.6111000" 

• minlon="-104.7993000" maxlon="-104.3866000" 

The standard maximum and minimum bounds of a region are obtained through OSM. 

The above set of points defines the polygon zones of roads, and the metadata embedded 

within map-9.osm.xml file helps the stream of signal rules on roads with other 

characteristic objects.  

The extracted is OSM data manually fed into the map intersection editor to be configured. 

Figure 4-3 shows (X, Y) coordinates on the map intersection (node) editor. In the figure, 
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ID is a unique identification number of the intersection and a regulated traffic light is 

checked whenever required. 

 

 

Figure 4-3: Data of (X, Y) coordinates. 

In the next stage, the significances of the street vehicles are defined and it can be 

performed with the help of MOVE’s road editor. The significances of the street are 

defined in order to provide one or more lane setups. The depiction of the street is studied 

in road editor and includes such attributes as number of lanes, average speed, and the 

road priority. For simplicity, a system of default streets was adopted and their attribute as 

follows:  

• Default Number of Lanes: 2 

• Default Speed (m/s): 16.663m/s or 59.9868 km/h 

• Default Priority (%): 80% 

Subsequently, the configured map is created as a final map (map-9.net.xml). A standard 

form used to generate Regina’s partial map with traffic flow is illustrated in Figure 4-4. 
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The last map produced (map-9.net.xml) is used in the next stage for the experimental 

traffic simulation with SUMO. By engaging SUMO and GUI, the representation of traffic 

infrastructure can be observed and the functionalities are further discussed in Section 4.3. 

 

Figure 4-4: The standard flow of simulation. 

Here, signal lights generated at intersections with the objective of developing nearby 

realistic mobility scenarios within the simulator. In other words, the step described in 

Sections 4.2 brings vehicular mobility patterns closer to reality. When those patterns 
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ported to VANET simulators, they help develop realistic VANET communications 

patterns.  

4.3 Microscopic Traffic Simulation 

Once the infrastructure is constructed and in place, using streets, intersections, traffic 

lights, speed-limits, and other road elements, attention is turned to inserting moving 

vehicles into the system of simulators. In this section, the focus is on generating high-

quality traffic streams for simulation research results. 

It can start with defining the departure time of every individual vehicle and including its 

corresponding route, thus constructing the traffic stream. Following this, the source or 

destination of each vehicle is defined, along with its route. Since the map region is 

separated into certain routes, the map was improved by implementing the following steps: 

1. The road types around the city are defined with the standard highway <tag> 

because the attributes assist SUMO in identifying the contained speed limit. The 

standard procedures from the SUMO user manual were followed [52].  

2. SUMO executes a distinct lane varying model. For instance, when a vehicle 

anticipates having to change lanes in order to overtake another vehicle, or when 

the vehicle is approaching an intersection, this vehicle rapidly disappears from its 

earlier lane and emerges in a new lane. Having an accurate number of lanes tends 

to keep traffic congestion problems at bay during simulation. A continuous lane 

changing method was implemented to avoid further unfavourable results. 

Seven road types are applied for research simulations. These road types are 

primarily designed to replicate common types observed in Regina’s surrounding 

regions. Table 4-1 presents a description of each road type that is used in the 
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research. The standard road type and speed were adopted from Saskatchewan 

Highway Infrastructure Service and Transport Canada [53] [54]. 

Table 4-1: Standard Road Type employed around Regina[54]. 

TYPE No. Lanes Priority Max. Speed 

(m/s) 

Max. Speed 

(km/h) 

Multi-lane Highways 3 10 27.767 99.9612 

Urban area 2 9 16.663 59.9868 

Service 1 5 16.663 59.9868 

Residential area 1 7 13.879 49.9644 

Sideways  1 2 13.879 49.9644 

Other (School zone) 1 1 8.324 29.9664 

Two-way highways 2 13 27.767 99.9612 

 

3. In the next step, all the additional polygons (regina.poly.xml) such as sport, 

waterway, amenity, tourism, land-use, parking, historical, leisure parks and 

buildings in Regina area are defined.  The geometrical objects are imported by 

defining an input file in SUMO’s polyconvert. In other words, a valid geometry-

file is defined to SUMO as one of its additional files (Selection: --additional-files 

<regina.poly.xml>). Figure 4-5 shows the additional polygons defined for the city 

of Regina.  
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Figure 4-5: The defined polygons for the city of Regina  

4. Following this, add the file randomtrips.py (python file) to calculate the actual 

route (regina.rou.xml) of the vehicles with the given source/destination. SUMO 

manages the traffic demand from one vehicle source to another vehicle 

destination, using a distribution-based model. It is obvious that the request is 

necessary to manually add an autonomous vehicle into the traffic scenario.  

Randomtrips.py is available in the <SUMO-HOME>\tools\trips> SUMO tool 

package, developed by the SUMO technical community.  

5. In the example, the vehicle merged with an external client by adopting novel 

attributes, such as port, which the vehicle is attending to.  A sample depiction for 

the particular route is given below [52]: 
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<vehicle id=”t1” route=”route1” type=”vehicle Z” color=”20.50,1.00” 

depart =”0020”> 

 

6. A sample depiction of the route is performed to define an independent vehicle for 

SUMO to input into the file (regina.rou.xml). Furthermore, each route type is 

described as its own vehicle in the SUMO input files. Therefore, it is important to 

define the characteristics of route, and is formed by using [34]: 

• Acceleration  (Unit- meter/second square - m/s2) 

• Deceleration (Unit- meter/second square - m/s2) 

• Speed (Unit - m/s) or (km/h) 

• Length (Unit - m) 

Table 4-2: The attributes of vehicles. 

 

Vehicles  

ID 

Max. 

Acceleration 

(m/s2) 

Max. 

Deceleration 

(m/s2) 

Max. 

Speed 

(m/s) 

Max. 

Speed 

(km/h) 

Color Length 

(m) 

t 0 3.0 6.0 27.767 99.9612 (20.50,1.00) 6.5 

t1 2.0 6.0 27.767 99.9612 (20.50,1.00) 6.5 

t3 2.0 6.0 27.767 99.9612 (20.50,1.00) 5.0 

t3 1.0 5.0 16.663 59.9868 (20.50,1.00) 8 

t5 1.0 5.0 16.663 59.9868 (20.50,1.00) 5.5 
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The maximum acceleration is referred to participant or driver’s choice not the 

vehicle’s maximum acceleration. The standard vehicle type model is defined as 

below [33][52]: 

<routes> 
    <zType id="t1" length="5" maxSpeed="27.333"> 
        <vehicleFollowing-Krauss accel="0.6" decel="4.4345" sigma="0.34"/> 
    </zType> 
</routes> 
 

Furthermore, the departure of vehicles from their respective routes is necessary as 

because it helps identify the traffic flow along with the particular intersection. 

Before the generation of vehicular traffic flow, the direction at the intersections 

(Up, Left, Right, Down- U, L, R, D), source, and the destination of the vehicles, 

are all set as per the driver’s choice [33].  

7. The last step requires defining the output file (map-9.net.xml) and importing the 

digital road network from the input sources. Then, a network configuration is 

generated. 

Please note that SUMO does not contain any built-in traffic signal features. Hence, it is 

necessary to simulate halt signals with traffic signal lights. The traffic light signal for 

simulating a halt signal provides one-way traffic for one second during green lights. All 

intersections will have red lights for two seconds. Most of the traffic changes are going to 

be counter-clockwise as it enables the next vehicle to pass on the right side. This 

procedure simulates the typical behavior of signals operating in Regina and the 

surrounding region. 

Several routes, with traffic signals, were created at intersections. Unstable traffic flow 

was obtained by considering (t0…t90) vehicles. By bearing a constant 
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acceleration/deceleration in mind, the changing flow is determined. Finally, the network 

map of Regina is presented, shown here in Figure 4-6. After the simulation run, the 

SUMO source generated output is evaluated with the OSM file.  

 

Figure 4-6: Network file on SUMO GUI  

The route is based on the live traffic map course and has the elementary ability to 

communicate. The vehicles are then able to communicate with each other and also have 

the ability to send and received their position information [55]. The route file is used to 

import all the street segments with live traffic maps, assisting in analyzing possible travel 

time. Traffic signals in city of Regina are standardized and regulated for the vehicular 
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movements. The constellation-belonging tests at the intersections are shown in  and are 

displayed on SUMO-GUI after setting all the SUMO parameters. 

 

Figure 4-7: Assembling of vehicles due to traffic signal at the four-way intersection 

 

 

Figure 4-8: Zoom-in view of assembling of vehicles due to traffic signal at the 

four-way interection 
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After classifying the vehicular flow, the simulated time for the vehicles to depart the 

region is identified. In order to do this, the simulation “play” button on the SUMO GUI is 

engaged. The total simulation time taken for exploration is 11131 seconds and is shown 

in Figure 4-9. The simulation time is complete when all the vehicles have exited the 

boundary area.  

 

Figure 4-9: Simulation Time 

 

4.4 Static Traffic Model Generator  

Section 4.3 stated how to simulate the assembled results of the vehicles when the traffic 

signals were setup in the network at the crossways and intersections.  Now, in this 

section, the traffic flow rates among vehicles are generated. The traffic flow rates can be 

accomplished using NS2. The map can be configured by indicating the input and output 

location of files. 
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Figure 4-10: The extended Input-Output (I/P-O/P) files of SUMO [33] 

Figure 4-10 illustrates the files of SUMO, which is an extension of the standard flow. The 

sequences of input programs were applied in order to generate the regina.rou.xml, 

netstate.xml, and regina.flow.xml files. The file netstate.xml generated by map-9.net.xml 

and regina.rou.xml.  The mobility trace obtained by SUMO is exported to NS2 by using 

TraceExporter. In other words, the TraceExporter used to parse map-9.net.xml with 

netstate.xml, assisting in creating input to NS2. TraceExport.jar is available in <SUMO-

HOME>\tools\TraceExporter> SUMO tool package and it was developed by the SUMO 

technical community [33][52]. The result produced by TraceExporter is NS2 traces 

(config.tcl, activity.tcl, and mobility.tcl), which is applied in NS2: mobility helper class. 

It is completed so as to assign the traces to the global node group. The node group in this 

experiment holds all of the nodes’ indexed from n (0) to n (91).  

It is already identified that the standard wireless NS2 produces an event trace file. The 

event file primarily includes the packet parameters, which are explained in the following 

paragraphs. 
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The Traffic Generator of MOVE constructs the dynamic mobility of the fluctuating 

number of vehicles on the roads [30]. Generating traffic simulations helps to prepare this. 

The generation of traffic signal lights and flow for all the different maps mentioned in 

section 4.3 are used in NS2 to soften the progress of traffic flow simulation. After this, 

the communications among vehicles are established by defining several general network 

parameters. These network parameters include Channel/Wireless Type, Network 

Interface Type, Interface Queue Type, Medium Access Control (MAC) layer Type, Link 

Layer Type (LL), Max pocket in Ifqlen, antenna model, routing protocol, and MAC layer 

type [20][21].  

Table 4-3 provides the network parameters, the values applied, and the use of 802.11 

standards to establish a communication link between vehicles. Table 4-4 provides the 

additional network parameters that are employed for a traffic flow between vehicular 

nodes for the simulation in NS2. 

Table 4-3: Network Parameters and its values [56]. 

Values  Network Parameters 

Channel/WirelessChannel Channel Type  

TwoRayGround/Propagation  Radio-Propagation Model 

50 Max. Packet in ifq 

Omni Antenna  Antenna Type  

92 Nodes 

MAC/802.11 MAC Type 

AODV Routing Protocol  
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LL Link Layer Type 

 

Table 4-4: Network bounds and network parameters of a traffic flow between 

mobile nodes. 

Values  Network Parameters  

UDP  Transport protocol <Agent> 

1000 Size of the Packet 

0.0 Start Time 

90.0 Stop Time 

64kb Sending Rate 

2280000 Max Packets 

 

Please note that all parameters in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 are constant throughout the 

simulation (test.tcl). The test.tcl file is created after obtaining final traces of NS2 from 

TraceExporter. The last step is to generate traces for the files over Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP) connections. The microscopic road traffic simulator SUMO acts as server 

and the wireless network simulator (NS2) acts as a client over a TCP connection [20][34]. 

All files for the SUMO server have been created. On a standard client-server 

communication method, SUMO develops a request among all subsequent vehicle 

movements on every individual simulation step. The routines adopted in the standard 

client-server communication are listed below: 

On the server (SUMO 0.12.0) side:  

Step one: Start () 
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Step two: Generate a network socket and link it to the address of NS2 employing System 

call () 

Step three: Call Read (R) and Write (W) function to send and receive data. 

Step four: Stop () 

Tcl files are created for the client side, using NS2 in the next procedure. The tcl files 

generated (test.tcl) on the client side are essential for getting the vehicle’s position, 

environment information, and other mobility primitives. 

On the client (NS2.33) side: 

Step one: Start () 

Step two: Generate a network socket, employing system call  

Step three: Listen for connections  

Step four: Call R and W functions to receive and send data. 

Step five: Stop () 

Note that the creation of complete routines is required for a road traffic simulator 

(SUMO) that wants to be combined with a wireless network simulator (NS2). 

Taking a random 25% of the vehicular nodes into consideration has performed the 

simulation. The event is considered when half of the vehicles are using direct 

communication links, while the rest are using intermediate communication links. Run the 

tcl simulation (test.tcl) with the help of the Network Animator (NAM) graphic tool. The 

output displays mobile nodes’ (vehicles) start time, positions, and then followed by 

various intervals and positions for node (vehicle) ID. The simulation run of test.tcl is 

illustrated in Figure 4-11 
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Figure 4-11: The simulation run of test.tcl with NAM 

In the chapter on implementation, the standard flow of information going through the 

system of simulators in city of Regina, along with the generated traces, were 

implemented. It is assured that the creation of interfaces between each integrated 

simulator was tight and reusable. One aspect worth highlighting is the multiple uses of 

the simulator systems, working with supporting information-bases, as Open Street maps, 

to provide a realistic simulation inside the wireless simulator, such as NS2. The use of the 

NAM tool has been instrumental for validating the standard norms, assumptions and 

providing evidence of consistency and correctness of design for the system of simulators. 
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Chapter  5: Evaluation and Results 

This chapter provides details of the impacts of vehicular mobility through results and 

discussions. From studying implementation details, it is shown how the driver’s route has 

been simulated from a source to destination in the real-world scenario. Time related 

difficulties often occur when the packets are traveling from source to destination route. 

Time related difficulties are a naturally occurring reaction, due to the failure of vehicle 

transmissions going to the destination. If there is any signal degradation on the network 

medium, the result is a weaker network. Time related issues typically result in packet 

drops, packet delays, and over-crowding of network connections. The following metrics 

are considered in order to estimate and calculate the performance of vehicular ad hoc 

networking routing protocols [56]: 

1. Packet Drop Ratio (PDR) 

Packet drop rates are measured when a failure of one or more transmitted packets 

to attain their destination occurs.  

2. End-to-End Delay (EED)  

EED is result of buffering at the route location, retransmission interruptions at the 

MAC propagation, transfer times, and queuing at the interface.   

3. Throughput  

Throughput is required to obtain an average rate of effective message transfer or 

delivery over communication network.  The data rate at which packets between 

sender and receiver are transmitted is also identified through a throughput in an 

end-to-end flow.  
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5.1 Simulation Evaluation 

For thesis purposes, the simulation was evaluated based direction possibilities chosen by 

driver at the junction. The simulation covers 750000m² area. After categorizing the 

metrics of simulation, the average result of vehicles on a particular roadway will be 

provided. Metrics of simulation are provided in order to regulate the ad hoc protocol 

packets from source to destination. This also shows the preciseness of the algorithm 

implementation that discovers the route toward the destination. 

5.1.1 Packet Drop Ratio (PDR)  

The Packet Drop (PD) is the sum of data packets not able to efficiently arrive at their 

destination using the standard method [56]. This is because of the result of congestion of 

vehicular nodes at the link, also called overflow. Packet drop has an effect on the 

performance of ad hoc network since it gets additional time and bandwidth for traversing 

a vehicle again. The network has a high protocol routine when the PDR is low. The 

simulation parameters for evaluating the realistic performance of ad hoc networks are 

shown in Table 5-1, along with their corresponding network values. 

Note: Four simulation runs were performed in order to obtain the average PDR, EED, and 

throughput. 

Table 5-1: Network parameters and its values-1  

Values  Parameters  

NS 2.33 Simulator  

600kbps Transmission Rate 

of/node 
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 250m  Transmission Range 

at a Constant Distance  

25 Seconds Simulation duration 

PD Metrics   

512 Bytes  Packet Size  

t0, t1, t2, t3,…t8 Mobile Nodes  

10,20,30,…80 No. of Vehicular 

Traffic 

64kbps CBR Rate 

20, 35, 45 secs Pause Time 

64MB Queue Length 

Simulation area  1000m x 1000m 

 

Therefore, the average PD is given by:   

𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑃𝐷 = 𝑛𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 ÷ 𝑛𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 

The summation of above equation is written as: 

𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑃𝐷 = ��
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐷
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑆

4

𝑖=1

�  ×  100 

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝑖 = 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛;𝑃𝐷 = 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑;𝑃𝑆 = 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 

Figure 5-1 illustrates the packet loss for several vehicular traffics. It speculates a high 

packet drop when the number of vehicles sharing network resources surges. The packet 

drop rate in the interval is analysed as zero seconds from the time when only one vehicle 
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is using the network resource. Subsequently, the top-notch performance is weakened 

when more vehicles are sharing the network resources.  

The number of vehicular nodes connected in network at the time interval varied, and 

these results changed the sum of connections from which the analysis graph is obtained.  

In Figure 5.1, x-axis and y-axis represent the number of vehicles with simulation time 

(sec) and Average PDR in ratio. The below graph is obtained with the help of NAM tool 

[21]. 

 

Figure 5-1: Analysis of Packet Drop Rate (PDR) 

5.1.2 End-to-End Delay (EED) 

EED is the interruption experienced in packet delivery from source to destination [56]. 

The simulation parameters for evaluating the performance of realistic vehicular ad hoc 
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networks through EED metrics are shown in Table 5-2, along with their corresponding 

network values. 

Table 5-2: Network parameters and its values-2  

Values  Parameters  

NS- 2.29 Simulator  

 250m  Transmission Range 

600kmps  Transmission Rate 

/node 

1000m x 1000m Simulation Area 

 25 Seconds  Simulation Duration  

EED Metrics   

512 Bytes Packet Size 

t0,t1,t2,t3 Num. of Packets Sent 

t4, t5,t6,t7 Packets Received 

80 Num. of Vehicles 

64kbps CBR Rate 

20, 35, 45 secs Pause Time 

64MB Queue Length 

Simulation area  1000m x 1000m 

 

EED is obtained by retaining different traffic conditions and vehicles for at least four 

simulation runs. EED relies on the traffic congestion level of router and the time interval 
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delaying at the output link for transmission. Hence, the average EED is mathematically 

calculated as below: 

𝑛 − 𝑡𝑜 − 𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 =
𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦

4
  

𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 =  𝑚𝑠 

Table 5-2 displays EED from source to destination of the network resource. From the 

graph, it can be determined that the delay is increased when there are no packets 

accessible between source and destination for 80 vehicles in several traffic conditions. In 

other words, the performance of AODV has varied along with the increasing number of 

vehicles. Figure 5-2 provides the analysis of average end-to-end packet delay vs. traffic 

intensity. From the figure, you can see that the average delay is small when traffic 

intensity is low but rather large when the traffic intensity is high. 

 

Figure 5-2: Analysis of End-to-End Delay 
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In other words, the delay considerably increases, and by accommodating the Contention 

Window (CW), each node takes a longer time when higher vehicle statistics are sharing 

the network resources [56].  

 

5.1.3 Throughput  

Throughput is the sum of the delivered packets to the total period of simulation, and 

throughput is considered in data packets per second [56]. EED for packet transmission 

are the most significant performance metrics for throughput functioning of routing 

protocols. For performance analysis, routing agents consider congestion control TCP 

agents with routing protocols in the wireless network.  

In research, evaluations of throughput of vehicular ad-hoc protocols in reference to 

messages delivered per second were completed. The simulation parameters for evaluating 

vehicular ad hoc network performance over throughput metrics are shown in Table 5-3, 

along with their corresponding network values. 

Table 5-3: Network parameters and its values-3 

Values  Parameters  

NS- 2.29 Simulator  

 250m  Transmission Range 

1000m x 1000m Simulation Area 

 20, 40, 50, 80 Seconds  Simulation Duration  

Throughput Metrics   

512 Bytes Packet Size  

t(0-6) Num. of Packets Sent  
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59.9868 km/h Speed  

t7,t8,t9,t10,t11…..t14 Num. of Packets 

Received  

 

Engaging different vehicles and traffic conditions during four simulation runs is how 

throughput is obtained. Therefore, the average throughput is mathematically

calculated as: 

𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 = ��
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 ∗ 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

4

𝑖=1

�  ×  100 

 

Figure 5-3: Analysis of throughput 

Based on the analysis of throughput, vehicle 1 departed at time T =1.1 seconds and the 

vehicle 2 started transmitting at T= 20 seconds. From the result between the two time 
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intervals, the substantial reduction of bit rate was revealed. The bit rate experiences full 

oscillations and drops rate when a communicating number of vehicles increase. The 

network performance shows that oscillation is heavily replicated. In other words, the 

performance of the vehicular networks’ throughput becomes inferior as the vehicles 

speed surges. From the Figure 5-3, it can be seen that the value has been reduced. In 

general, the vehicular performance of the network weakens when the density of the 

vehicle is higher. The complete simulation end-result recommends the indicator of traffic 

lights at the intersections. From the result of PDR, EED and throughput, the packet 

transmission rate was noticeably weaker when the number of packet collision was 

increased. This emerges because of high vehicular density at the intersection until the 

street signal light turned green, followed by the result of packet collisions simultaneously 

sent by vehicles. Additionally, it is also noticed that the packet delivery ratio is subsidised 

with the collision of packets. This is due to the hinge of clustering vehicle nodes at the 

intersection. Movement of vehicles and their deployment into the specified scenario can 

clarify this occurrence. The connectivity between vehicular nodes would enhance the 

quality and therefore reduce the delivery ratio. The effect of the changing number of 

vehicular nodes on the packet loss and router drop has also been provided in this chapter. 

As it is already known that, the packet can be dropped either by a router or vehicle. This 

means that the packet loss result was measured as vehicles dropped packets. It is evident 

by these analysis that the packet loss ratio is more than that of router drops, and that this 

transpires due to the complex chance of packets being dropped at completion.  The packet 

drop rate is higher because of the gathering effects of vehicular nodes, as justified for the 

illustration of inferior packet delivery ratio.  
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In the next chapter, the hypothesis for an obtained insight impression of simulating a real-

world scenario of VANET is discussed.
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Chapter  6: Conclusion and Future Work 

In this thesis, an insight and impression of simulating real-life situation of VANET is 

achieved. It is tedious to deploy and implement such complex systems in real-life before 

knowing significant impact of all parameters employed in VANET. Because of this, 

small area around the city of Regina (close to University of Regina) was taken into 

discussion in order to scrutinize the impact of mobility in the VANET. The real world 

traffic measures were positioned across the area and were considered by utilizing realistic 

mobility models. Performance of vehicular network was simulated using NS2. This was 

done to perform an examination of the impact of driver’s optimal performance with 

traffic signal light at the junction on packet communication upon V2V communication. 

Engaging IEEE 802.11 standards and ad hoc routing protocols could begin performance.   

As mentioned, the performance and depiction of the network has been gauged by using 

captivating packet loss, end-to-end delay, and throughput as statistical measures. The 

average packet delivery ratio for several circumstances, such as standard frequency (2.4 

Hz), transmission rate (600mbps), power transmission series (250m), and fluctuating 

numbers of vehicles, are practically estimated as 70% with a packet loss of 36%. For the 

packet data transmission, traffic signal light has been a hurdle; the packet advancing 

nodes at the junction drops packets. This could be due to the higher number of 

transmission rate at the same period. Finally, from the research, work performance of 

realistic simulation is measured best for real-time and TCP network.  

 The research work performed in this thesis has provided a comprehensive base for 

studies, mainly in deploying ad hoc networks in real world applications. 
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The implementation accomplished here creates a stepping-stone for researchers who 

intend to study vehicular ad hoc networks with accessibility of constrained resources.  

Since the results simulate the most basic behavior of the technology, many complex 

scenarios have not been measured. Future work could include studying the bigger picture 

of simulation for services specific to ad hoc networks.   

 It is clinched from these results that employing Road Side Units could result in less 

packet loss, delay and can forward packets even if mid-way vehicle drops them at 

intersection. Hence, replication of VANETs employing Road Side Units at the junctions 

can be future path of this research work. 
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